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asteroids could so collide. He therefore suggests as a hypothesis 
that the comet had its origin in the collision of two asteroids which 
were still undiscovered. 

The most interesting and scholarly paper on this comet which 
we have seen is from the pen of Professor Boss of Albany, recently 
published in the Astronomical Journal. In the following- article 
will be found copious quotations from that paper. w. w. c. 

Concerning the Orbit of Comet Holmes, and on the 
Fluctuations in Brightness of that Comet [by 

Lewis Boss, Director of the Dudley 
Observatory, Albany, N. Y.]. 

' 'Considering the past behavior of this comet it may be thought 
desirable to keep a watch upon its place for some time to come. 

In order to facilitate this purpose, I present herewith the results 
of a new calculation of its elements. These are based upon normal 
places derived from observations of November 8 to November 15, 
inclusive, 31 observations; December 9 to December 16, 16 obser- 
vations; January 16 to January 21, 20 observations. * * * 

ELEMENTS. 

Epoch 1892, December 14.5, Gr. M. T. 
M= 26o 18' 27".6 
"■=345 53 28.8^ I co= 14 * 12 I4.Q v I 14 * 12 I4.Q v 

VI892.O y 0 = 331 41 14.0 I 
y 

z= 20 47 16.5J 
<Ê= 24 11 52.4 
/*=5i3"-9O93 

log. a = 0.5594134 
T= 1892, June 13.21138 

log. q = 0.3303468 
Period 2521.85 days. 

The next perihelion passage is therefore due about May 10, 
1899, and under rather less favorable relations than those which 
theoretically existed for the opposition recently passed. 

# * * * * * 

Taking into account the apparent precision of the observa- 
tions, together with the satisfactory representation of the totality 
of observations since discovery, it becomes quite evident that 
there has been no very great displacement of the nucleus during 
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the recent outburst. A total angular displacement of io" at right 
angles to the line of vision would have implied an actual displace- 
ment of little more than 10,000 miles. To have produced this 
displacement within five days would have required an alteration 
of less than one-fourth of one per cent. (0.0025) in the orbital 
velocity of the comet, which, at the time of the outburst in 
January, was moving very nearly at right angles to our visual line. 

It is difficult to suppose that a collision, of sufficient violence 
to have produced the great increase of brightness which was 
observed, would not have produced a displacement of the nucleus 
that would have been easily measurable. 

A similar argument might apply in some degree against the 
assumption of an explosion, not absolutely symmetrical, on a 
scale sufficient to disrupt a nucleus composed of solid matter, 
and to drive the fragments violently apart. Perhaps, in making 
such an assumption, one might suppose an explosion of com- 
paratively little violence with the scattering of a cloud of dust or 
the release of imprisoned gases. Both in the days following the 
outburst in January, and, after discovery, November 6 (previous 
to which it is probable that an outburst had occurred), the nebu- 
lous envelope of the comet was observed to be in a state of rapid 
apparent expansion. Supposing this to have been due to pro- 
jectile velocities, mechanically imparted to particles of dust, would 
imply a violent initial shock; in which case a little reflection would 
show that it would be necessary to suppose that' the disruptive 
energy must have acted with remarkable and perhaps incredible 
symmetry in every direction. If it is considered that the increase 
of brightness may have been due to the ignition and incandescence 
of uprushing gases, the spectroscope should have made us aware 
ofthat fact. Yet it is notable that the spectrum of this comet has 
not shown even the usual cometary bands, much less the bright 
lines of incandescent gases. 

On the other hand, it is not necessary to suppose that dust 
particles were driven off from the nucleus by ordinary mechanical 
agencies alone, nor that uprushing gases would need to become 
incandescent in order to be visible. The objection to what might be 
termed the eruptive hypothesis lies in the difficulty of accounting 
for the occurrence of an eruption at times when we must suppose 
that the temperature of the comet had been decreasing for a long 
period. Then, too, the difficulty of accounting for two successive 
eruptions of nearly equal magnitude must be considered as vastly 
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greater than that of accounting for only one - if not, indeed, as 
insuperable. Therefore, while the eruptive hypothesis may be 
considered not to be entirely outside the pale of permissible 
speculation, the admission of it seems to be beset with difficulties 
which make some other plausible explanation worthy of attention. 

That the brightness of comets may be due in part to electrical 
action, of a nature similar to that which produces the terrestrial 
aurora, seems to me to be a hypothesis that offers fewer objections 
than any other which has been proposed. It has appeared to me 
to be extremely probable that the corona of the Sun is also of a 
nature analogous to that of our aurora. For the existence of 
auroral manifestations near a celestial body, it may be assumed 
that surrounding space filled with matter in a finely divided state, 
and of extreme tenuity, v is most favorable. The* upper regions 
of the Earth's atmosphere, in which the aurora is formed, are 
undoubtedly of this nature. Much evidence exists to prove that 
the matter which fills the coronal -regions about the Sun is also of 
this description. The evidence to this effect is still more con- 
clusive as to the physical constitution of the envelopes and tails 
of comets. 

That there is an electro-magnetic action between the Sun and 
the Earth may be regarded as an established fact, which is 
evidenced by the synchronism of the periods of solar disturbancei 
with those of auroral displays and of the elements of terrestrial 
magnetism, - with special and much more striking coincidences 
of this kind on occasions of unusually intense disturbances. It is 
entirely natural and reasonable to suppose that this form of inter- 
cosmical action aiso obtains between the Sun and other bodies of 
the solar system. Considering the enormous extent of the nebu- 
lous surroundings of comets, together with other facts concerning 
their physical constitution and the variation of their distances from 
the Sun, with probable coincident variation in temperature, it 
seems not unreasonable to suppose that the action of electro- 
magnetic energy from the Sun upon these bodies may be far 
more intense and persistent than is the case with other bodies 
of the solar system. 

The development of cometary tails may be completely 
explained through the agency of a supposed form of energy 
acting from the Sun in a sense contrary to that of gravitation. 
It is physically possible that this energy may be synonymous 
with electrical repulsion due to similar electrifications. The 
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electrical-repulsion hypothesis to account for the development 
of the tails of comets was suggested by Olbers, and has found 
favor with many special students of this subject. There is a mass 
of carefully collected mathematical and physical evidence in sup- 
port of this view, which has already been placed on record in the 
works of Zöllner, Bredichin and others, and no objections or 
counter-evidence of weight have been presented. 

According to the electrical-repulsion hypothesis the molecules 
of matter composing the nebulous envelope are repelled not only 
by the Sun, but also by the nucleus of the comet. This action of 
the nucleus was taken into account by Bessel, in his classical 
paper upon the tail of Halle y' s comet, and is a necessary factor 
in all refined investigations of this kind. In case of any unusual 
electrical disturbance in a comet, the first effect would be the 

repulsion by the nucleus of the matter composing the coma, and 
the latter would expand on all sides. This expansion would take 

place quite symmetrically, until the molecules acted upon reached 
a distance from the nucleus where the repulsive action of the Sun 
became proportionally large in comparison with that of the 
nucleus. Then the molecules would be driven back to form the 
tail. This seems to be precisely what took place with the comet 
of Holmes subsequent to discovery, and the matter, fresh in 
mind, does not appear to call for a more detailed exposition at the 

present time. Furthermore, the more intense the initial electrical 
disturbance in the central parts of the comet, the greater would be 
the expansion of the coma before the peculiar action of tail forma- 
tion would become strikingly manifest; and a mathematical devel- 

opment of the resultant energies brought into action will show that, 
under the circumstances described, the tail would be extremely 
broad and diffused in comparison with the tails of other comets 

produced under less sudden and violent electrical excitation in 
the nucleus. 

Every one who has had much experience in the observation of 
comets must have been impressed with the belief that after making 
all due allowances for the varying transparency of the atmosphere 
on different occasions, the brightness of telescopic comets does 

materially vary without strict reference to the relations of dis- 
tance and by no means with regularity. The variations in 

brightness of the periodic comets, at their successive returns to 

perihelion, seem to be largely independent of theoretical relations 

depending upon their relative distances from the Sun and Earth. 
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There have been notable instances of abnormal temporary vari- 
ation in brightness of comets, such as that of the relative brightness 
of the two fragments of Biela's comet, the outbursts of Comet 
1888 I (Sawerthal) and others. The hypothesis that a part of 
the light of comets comes from electrical excitation in the nebulous 
envelopes seems to afford the readiest and most reasonable 
explanation for these variations of brightness, - the only apparent 
drawback being that the adoption of this hypothesis might call for 
a reason why the abnormal variations in the brightness of comets 
are not more frequent and decided. In all probability the visibility 
of comets is largely, if not chiefly, due to reflected sunlight, which 
would give a constant element of brightness that would serve to 
render the abnormal changes less striking. 

The presence of bright bands in the spectra of comets implies 
incandescence of the matter composing them. Considering the 
tenuity of the nebulous envelopes of cc-mets, in connection with 
their volume and the minuteness of the nuclei, and taking into 
account the probable low temperature of space, it is quite certain 
that this incandescence is not due to heat in its ordinary form 
(i. e.y from non-electrical sources oí heat), and it seems to be 
impossible to account for it otherwise than as a manifestation 
of .some form of electrical action. This, at least, would seem to 
be the case with by far the greatest number of comets, excepting 
only the few that approach the Sun so nearly as to be subjected. to 
a solar radiation sufficient to produce incandescence. 

Finally, it may be asserted that the physical appearance of 
comets is not opposed to this hypothesis of auroral origin for a 
part of the light, but that, on the contrary, it is quite favorable to 
that hypothesis. At the distances from which comets are viewed, 
the form and pulsations of individual streamers should be entirely 
invisible, as would be, under like circumstances, the details of the 
terrestrial aurora. All it would be necessary tò assume is that this 
auroral action is more uniform in the surroundings of comets „ than 
those of the Earth. 

Whatever may be the cause of the fluctuations in the brightness 
of the comet of Holmes, it may be considered desirable to keep 
a watch upon its place for some time after it shall have become too 
faint (perhaps temporarily) for observation. To aid in maintaining 
such watch the subjoined Ephemeris has been prepared by my 
assistants, Messrs. Lay and Benton, wha have also assisted in 
the computations for the Elements: 
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EPHEMERIS FOR GREENWICH-MIDNIGHT. 

1893. App. a. App. 8. log. A 
h. m. s. o ' ir 

April 3.5 3 28 10.5 +36 17 36 0.54929 
7-5 3 35 33-9 36 27 58- 0.55565 

n-5 3 42 59-5 36 37 55 0.56174 
!5-5 3 50 26.7 36 47 25 0.56757 
x9-5 3 57 55-5 36 56 24 0.57314 
23.5 4 5 25.4 +37 4 51 0.57846 

(Reprinted from the Astronomical Journal, No. 292.) 

The Spectrum of Holmes' Comet. 

The nature of the spectrum of Comet Holmes has an impor- 
tant bearing upon the question of the origin of that strange 
object, and I wish to present in detail my reasons for saying with 
confidence that " underlying the continuous spectrum there is 
certainly a trace of the green band. ' ' 

On November 8 and 9, when the most condensed portions of 
the comet were in the slit, there was seen to be a very slight 
maximum of light at about A. 515, but it was so slight that the 
micrometer wire could not be set on it with accuracy. But when 
the bright parts were thrown out of the slit and the diffuse eastern 
edge brought in, the contrast between the continuous spectrum 
and the maximum spoken of above was unmistakable. On 
November 9 Mr. Townley assisted me. He had never seen a 
comet spectrum before, and had no practical knowledge of where 
the usual cometary bands lie. I requested him to examine the 
continuous spectrum (of the eastern edge of the comet) from one 
end to the other ; and if he saw any region surely brighter than 
the regions just above and below, to set the very heavy wire of 
the micrometer upon it. He did so almost instantly. I then 
narrowed the slit, threw in the magnesium comparison spark 
(¿1- ¿4) and noted the position of the wire. Twice more I asked 
him to set the wire on the maximum, and I compared his settings 
as before with the magnesium lines. Without any knowledge on 
his part of where the green band usually falls, or of how his set- 
tings compared with the magnesium lines, his three settings all 
fell between ' 516 and X 514. We were both confident, also, 
that the maximum was more sharply defined on ; the red side than 
on the violet. 

I examined the spectrum on November 24, at which time the 
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